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Sales Synergy 

P ublishing is a market-driven 
business. As the market lead- 
er, it is important for the 

Group to keep pace with changes in the 
science community. This implies 

adapting our organisa- 
tion to make ourselves 
better equipped to meet 
those changes in the 

One such adaption is 
the newly formed, cen- 
tral Trade Relations 

change was made in 
direct response to the 
desires of our major 
customers - the 
agents, librarians and 
booksellers from all 

C h a l M n  of deal with one department representing 
Elmvler trade matters on behalf of the entire 
Sclsnco Elsevier Science Publishers Group, 
Publlshero and including Pergamon (see "Welcome 

Pergemon Relations" in Bulletin Board). 
Prsss. There are obvious benefits to both 

parties - our customers and ourselves 
-in having a central trade force. From 
the librarian or bookseller's point of 
view, for instance, notlung is more inef- 
ficient than having several people from 
the same organisation call on him. Now , 

he need deal with only one Group rep- 1 
resentative who can confidently discuss 
all affairs related to the trading of our 
products, no matter where they are pub- . 
lished, by Pergamon or by any other 
ESPG company. 

From the in-house perspective, cen- 
tralising trade relations means there 
should be no more duplication of activi- 
ties. On the Group-wide scale this, of 
course, leads to more synergy, efficien- 
cy and cost-effective use of our 
resources. In the end, the success of the 
Group is not only determined by the 
quality of our products but increasingly 
by the effectiveness of the Trade 
Relations department. 

d Elsevier Science World 
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More into on EAS Books and UK Merger 

In June, the Group 

announced plans to sell 

the Applied Science book 

programme and integrate 

the Barking office into 

Pergamon 

r is a rare person in publish- 
ng who doesn't have a spe- 

a rial feeling for books, and 
ESP Ltd managing director Brim 
Scanlan knows that the idea of 
stopping publishing them can be 
an'emotional issue. "Certainly 
not everyone in STM publishing 
agrees about the future of 
books," he says, explaining why 
EAS is selling its programme. "It 
has become clear to us that 
labour-intensive, academic 
books were in a downward spiral. 
We ltave seen a significant down- 
turn in sales of titles. The prob- 
lem is structural, not recession- 
linked - libraries are simply 
buying fewer books. An 
Associati~n of Research . 

Libraries study shows that pur- 
chases of book monographs are 
15% below the level of five years 
ago. Our major customers have 
cut back even further." 

Like the New York books (see 
ESWJanuary 1992). Barking's 
boqks will be sold through an 
outside agent. It will take a while 
to compile all the information 
necessary so that they can be 
offered to buyers. '"I'his means 
that changes will probably be 
happening later, rather than 
sooner," says Scanlan. "For the 
foreseeable future, it is certainly 
business as usual." 

Selling these books - about 

120 new titles annually and 
around 1.200 in print - means 
the Group can concentrate its 
resources on the growing jour- 
nals business. "The applied 
science journal programme is 
very successful and it makes 
sense to focus our effort there," 
confirms Scanlan. "However, we 
are going to continue publishing . 
books at Elsevier Advanced 
Technology, focusing on its three 
most successful product lines: 
yearbooks, market research 
reports, and of course, the hand- 
books." 

Selling Barking's books also 
means an inevitable reduction in 
staff. Everything is being done to 
find alternative positions for 
those affected. Personnel direc- 
tor Angela Poulter says, "We 
encouraged staff to consider job 
opportunities at other Group 
locations. I'm very pleased that 
some people have indeed trans- 
ferred to jobs within the Group 
(see People File on page 20). 
Where job losses areinevitable, 
we are giving additional support 
in putting CVs together and help- 
ing people to brush up on their 
job search and interview skills. 
Otherwise, it is important to note 
that our redundancy payments 
are well above statutory require- 
ments." 

Timing 

As soon as decisions were taken, 
Barking staff were told about the 
impending sale of the EAS book 
programme and the integration of 
the EAS journal programme and 
service functions in Barking with 
those of Pergamon Press over the 
next two to three years. "One of 
the more difficult aspects is the 
timing of these sorts of 
announcements," says Scanlan. 
"We had to tell staff early on 

where we are headed but we 
didn't want to disturb our opera- 
tions unnecessarily by giving the 
information too soon." 

When the news broke in June, 
it actually came As a relief to 
many Barking staff. The general. 
response seemed to be: people 
have a right to know what is 
going on. They had been fearing 
the worst anyway - in the light 
of closing down the ESPC book 
programme many felt the same 
would happen at EAS -so thev 

indeed, it hurts them to know that 

Cambridge, Oxford, Norwich 
and Lancaster are unaffected by 
the UK merger. EES in Mayfield 
House, Oxford, which handles 
production work for Sequoia and 
Amsterdam, now reports directly 
to Frans Visscher in Amsterdam. 
Meanwhile, life goes on at 
Barking and the 1993 journal 
renewals are taking place as 
usual. Following the precedents 
laid down thus far, staff will be 
given plenty of notice about fur- ' 
ther developments. As Scanlan 
says, "Our principal commitment 
is to inform staff as soon as we 
have concrete plans in place." 

were glad to be told the truth. 
Obviously staff are not happy 
about the redundancies and, T Combined 

Committee I acompany they have all helped 
to build is being merged. But 
overall they seem to agree that 
plenty of notice was agood thing 
and a positive sign of openness. 

Scanlan feels that the staff took 
the news responsibly. ''There is 
even more of a team spirit now - 
a real sense that we will see this 
through." As for the structural 
changes to Barking's operations, 
he adds, "We now have twopub- 
lishing units under Dominic 
Vaughan (materials, environ- 
ment and part of engineering) 
and Peter Desmond (food & pro- 
cess technology, and part of engi- 
neering). It made sense for us to 
merge our desk editorial opera- 
tion (formerly part of Elsevier 
EditorialServices) into the new 
EAS publishing units. The ESP 
Ltd Management Committee, 
which besides myself consists of 
Chris Lloyd (EAT), David 
Bousfield (ETJ), Peter van 
Woerden (finance) and Angela 
Poulter (personnel), will go on 
meeting as it has in the past to 
consider issues of company-wide 
importance. EAS will be repre- 
sented on a rotating basis by 
Dominic and Peter." 

An important point to note is 
that staff at ESPLtd's offices in 



TULIP in Bud 
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Tulips from Amsterdam. Rings 
a bell, doesn't it? Elsevier's 
TULIP also comes from 
Amsterdam but it doesn't mean 
that the Group is diversifying into 
the flower export business. 
TULIP stands for The University 
Licensing Program, an experi- 
mental project. It is believed to be 
the first large-scale experiment to 
make published, copyright mate- 
rial available over the Intemet 
computer network in the US that 
links over 7000 sites in the aca- 
demic, research and library com- 
munities. 

Through TULIP the Group is 
making 42 materials science 
journals available to some ten 
universities participating in the 
experiment, including Princeton, 
Carnegie Mellon, Cornell, the 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and the University of 
California. At present TULIP is 
still in "bud". It should be 

* launched this September and is 
expected to last for three years. 
The main objective is to find 
answers to some basic questions 
about the economic, legal, and 
technical aspects of electronic 
transmission of journals, and to 
study user behavior. When 
TULIP comes into full bloom - 
when it's been running for a 
while - watch out for an in- 
depth progress report in Elsevier 
Science World. 

Open House at Tarrytown 
Dr John Gore (centre), editor- 
In-chief of Magentlc 
Resonance Imaging, wlth two 
members of PPI, Justin 
Roblnson (left), senior 
publlshlng edltor, and Mellssa 
Bogen, production supewisor, 
at the special open day 
organised to celebrate PPl's 
new offlce bulldlng in 
Tarrytown. 

Pergamon Press 1nc. hosted an 
open house at its new headquar- 
ters in Tarrytown recently to give 
editors, typesetters, printers, and 
subscription agents from the tri- 
state area (New York, New 
Jersey, Connecticut) an opportu- 
nity to tour the building and 
become acquainted with the staff. 
Wine and hors d'oeuvres were 
served to the 125 quests and staff 
in attendance. 

Dr Philip Rubin, editor-in- 
chief of the International Journal 
of Radiation Ontology, Biology, 
Physics, and and managing editor 
Jacqueline Meehan were among 
the guests. "Pergamon's new 
building and offices have a futur- 
istic look, reflecting the compa- 
ny's creative and imaginative, 
yet highly organized and func- 
tional image," said Dr Rubin. 
"We ate and drank well at the 
open house and had a wonderful 
time talking face-to-face with 
Pergamon's crew. I feel that it 
was a very productive meeting, 
and I look forward to future visits 
at the new headquarters." 

Dr Harry Wasserman of the 
Tetrahedron publications also 
made the trek to Tarrytown, as 
did John Gore and M. Stuart 
Madden, editors-in-chief of, 
respectively, Magnetic* 
Resonance Imaging and The 
Journal of Products Liability, 

and Harry Hoffer of Readmore 
Subscription Agency. Other 
special guests included Michael 
Boswood, Pergamon's managing 
director, and ESPC senior staff. 
Susan Rescigno 

Chunnel 
Safety 
Earthquakes, fire and terrorism 
are only some of the potential 
hazards facing future users of the 
Channel Tunnel, or Chunnel. The 
toxic gases produced in any fire 
can be carried by air currents 
through the Chunnel system, that 
unlike tunnels on land, has no 
intermediate air shafts. Mines, 
which often have only two air 
shafts, are comparable to the 
Chunnel. They have experienced 
fires causing hundreds of fatali- 
ties. With ten mainly petrol- 
fueled shuttle trains underway in 
the Chunnel at peak times, up to 
12,000 passengers and crew 
could be at risk. 

The distressing conclusion 
that, well after much irreversible 
construction and engineering 
work had been carried out, it had 
not been established whether the 
Chunnel design would safely 
withstand a serious earthquake 
caused Dr. Herbert Eisner and 

Dr.Ir. John Stoop to investigate 
the treatment of fire hazard in the 
Chunnel. The results of their 
analysis are even more alarming, 
particularly after the experience 
of the King's Cross underground 
fire in London. 

Herbert Eisner, joint editor of 
Elsevier's journal Safety Science 
(APD Engineering & 
Technology), is an authority on 
fires in mines and, as a former 
director of the UK Health and 
Safety Executive's Explosion 
and Flame Laboratory, has taken 
part in parliamentary hearings on 
the subject. John Stoop is a senior 
lecturer at Delft University of 
Technology and a specialist in 
the safety of transportation and 
design methodology. Their peer- 
reviewed article, "Incorporating 
Fire Safety in the Channel Tunnel 
Design", appeared recently in 
Safety Science. In it they criticise 
procedures that not only exclude 
the public from gaining insight 
into safety measures, but, more 
seriously, tend to overplay the 
influence of commercial factors: 
the timetable begins to over-rule 
safety design, developments that 
could mean an increased risk to 
future passengers. 

Because of its newsworthy 
content, and as a public service, 
publishing editor Eefke Smit and 
assistant marketing manager 
David van Pelt thought it would 
be a good idea to draw media 
attention to the inflammatory 
article. They sent a press release 
(also translated into French, 
German and Dutch) to 50 news- 
papers, magazines and press 
agencies around the world. The 
response has been gratifying. 
"Stories have already come out in 
papers like the Guardian," says 
David, "and we've had several 
requests for more information 
from other newspapers, librari- 
ans, and best of all, independent 
inquiries for the full article from 
the UK House of Lords and the 
House of Commons." 

Elsevier Science World 
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I VlSA Unveiled in Oxford The marketing managers had to 
write a sales letter for each 

Centralising all trade-related 
activities within the Group is 
essential for strategic and cost- journal and journal combination 

-over 400 -and innovative 
work had to be done to link the 
three major computer systems 
involved: Vista Journals, Vista 
Mailing and the local area 
network used by the marketing 
department. 

Elsie Phillips (marketing 
services manager) and her staff, 
Mima Witcornbe, Jacqui 
Edminm, Helen Phillips and 
Sandra Ckbome, welcome the 
new system. Elsie says it's a vast 
impmv-t. "We can now 
quote tbe &test price all the time 
and with the tailor-made sales let- 
ters foreachjouraplwemaximise 
t h e c h a n c c 8 o f w ~ n e w  
s ~ p t i o n s . "  

VISA is very flexible, and can 
handle q u e s t s  for Pergamon's 
major reference works prospec- 
tuses as well as catalogues. It 
allows marketing staff to track 
responses to promotions, list by 
list, and see a name on the mail- 
ing list request a sample copy and 
then subscribe, all on one record. 
It is a major step towards the time 
when Pergamon can have a 
complete history against each 
name on its Mailing system. 
Toby Green 

efficiency reasons. Management 
of Trade Relations remains based 
in Amsterdam and stays the 
responsibility of Jan Willem 
Dijkstra who now, however, 
reports to the chairman of the 
Group. 

Secondly, the sales services 
departments headed respectively 
by Willeke van Cattenburch 
(advertising sales), Vivian Wong 
Swie San (catalogues), Ger 
Vrouwe (direct mail) and Marie 
Rose Kamerbeek (exhibitions) 
have joined the Academic 
Publishing Division and have 
now become the responsibility of 
marketing director Roland Dietz. 
In real team these departments 
Ilew already been linked to the 
pubhbg division for some 
time.. 

Pergamon has just gone live 
with its new VISA system for 
handling sample copy requests. 
VISA system (standing for VIsta 
SAmple system) has been devel- 
oped in-house, building from the 
Vista Journals Fulfilment soft- 
ware package. VISA replaces an 
old Wang-based system which 
Pergamon has used for the past 
six years. VISA will be used for 
handling all 48,000 sample copy 
requests which Pergamon 
receives each year, as well as 
managing the 20,000 sample 
copies distributed to exhibitions 
worldwide. It acts as a stockcon- 
trol qstem and as a means of 
recording the names andaddress- 
es of all those requesting sample 
copies. 

Four weeks after the sample 
copy is despatched an automatic 
c&-up letter and questionnaire 
sue generated and sent out. In this 
way staff can find out if the cus- 
tomer intends to subscribe, or 
recnnulend thaournal to a 

iw&sU(~ .ndL1#r  
m m  -bYroby 
Gnnn, unvdllng a VlSA 
terminal. 

library; or if not, where he feels 
the journal fails to match his 
needs. Pergamon gets about 40% 
of the questionnaires returned, a 
useful addition to market 
research activities. 

The new system was developed 

Conat ruct ion by Pergamon's information tech- 
nology (IT) department to speci- 
fications laid down by the mar- Complete 
keting department. Development 
involved a project team compris- 
ing Ann Mander and Elaine Sims 
(IT), Eileen Nash and Gen 
Ottaway (list management ser- 
vices), Carolyn Jones (automa- 
tion and office services), and 
Elsie Phillips and Toby Green 

Welcome (marketing). The project was 
managed by Mike Shorthouse, 
senior systems consultant. Relations 
Building the system involved a 

T h e  Group has revised the 
reporting lines of its Sales & 
Cnlnn cn....:,.nn ,r"n-:nnG,- 

considerable amount of work. 

Moonlighting in New Scientist I U U G U  U G l  V l b G J  U l ) U L U J U U U U ,  

which used to include the interna- 
tional sales department, the sales 
. support team, and the advertising 
sales, catalogue, direct mail and 

l exhibitions departments. Firstly, 

I 
N o t  long ago in New Scientist there appeared a story on Nigel 
Mansell's chances of winning the 1992 Formula One World 
Championship. Given front cover billing, the story was informative 
and easy to read, but most interesting of all was the name of its author: 
Amanda Weaver, editor of EAT'S Reirtjbrced Plastics and Metul 
Powrler Report. A clear case of staff moonlighting? An amused 
Amanda replies, "Not at all. I checked before going ahead with the 
commission and no one objected. The story probably gave us some 
additional promotion, in fact, since I was credited with my Elsevier 
ioh title.". 

the sales and sales support 
department has been renamed 
Trade Relations. This reflects its 
new focus on sales, market devel- 
opment and trade relations on 
behalf of all companies in the 
Group, including Pergamon. 

September/October '92 

Thl. was usal to announce the 
anJvala nswjoumal by APD 
EngInaulng & Tschnology. 
Mor, lnfomatlm: E l h  
Momma-Vemaak, Amste&m. 

With acItnowlcdgcmcnta to the Chronick 
of Higher Education 
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Creating Quantum Leap Change 

ETJ publisher 
Davld 
Bousfleld: "In 
the new 
modules staff 
will have 
ownership of 
their own 
problems, As 
managers It's 
up to us to 
provide them 
wlth a set of 
boundaries, a 
framework 
definlng 
exactly what 
thelr speciflc 
responslbillties 
are. " 

I f you go up to the 3rd today, you re 
in for a big surprise ... That's the 
3rd floor at 68 Hills Road, of 

course, part of the Elsevier Trends 
Journals (ETJ) office in Cambridge. In 
place of the quiet purr of editorial acti- 
vity, you'll find the loud whir of saws 
and builders hammering. 

ETJ occupies two floors at Hills Road 
(the 3rd and 1st); Scottish Widows, the 
insurance company, has the floor in 
between. Since mid-August when the 
builders came and until early November 
when they are due to go, all the real 
action is concentrated on the floor not 
being refurbished. So there's a bit of a 
squash downstairs at the moment, with 
ETJ's 57-strong staff pitched in togeth- 
er. What's going on? 

It's a fact. For many years their excellent mix of 

research news and reviews has put Elsevier's Trends 

among the most highly-cited journals in the whole of 

science. So why rock the status quo? Why is ETJ 

Cambridge creating quantum leap change, not by 

gradual evolution, but through rapid revolution? 

You guessed it, a reorganisation is 
undenvay (see Cambridge Trends). It 
is centred on integrating the editorial 
and production departments into mod- 
ules. Each module will be staffed by 
three editors, three subeditors, two sec- 
retaryladministrators and a desktop 
publishing specialist, the production 
coordinator. At the same time the com- 
puter facilities are being upgraded. For 
the moment the departments of market- 
ing, advertising sales, accounts and 
office administration are not part of the 
modules. In ETJ's new, non-hierarchi- 
cal structure, these departments and the 
remaining centralised production ser- 
vices (print purchase, liaison with exter- 
nal suppliers, etc.) are separate entities 
which interface closely with the mod- 

ules. The whole organisation is drawn 
together by a business team responsible 
for direction, coaching and coordina- . 

tion. 

Factors of Change 

What is happening at Hills Road seems 
clear enough, but why it has to happen 
may be less obvious, especially when 
you consider the success of Trends mag- 
azines. Established in 1976 with the 
appearance of the first in the series, 
Trends in Biochemical Sciences, the 
programme has grown to include 15 
titles, 12 published by ETJ, one 
launched in Cambridge but now pub- 
lished in Amsterdam, Trends in 

Elsevier Science World 
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times, increase editorial flexibiliGkd 

involved in reorgauisa- 
chnnge can be thnaten- 

sting the vision - convincing stafT 
of the benefits of change - is where 
management must e.. :giC ., 

and published by New York, Trends in now joins David Bousfield and financial 
CardiovascularMedicine and Trends in controller Peter van Woerden on ETJ's 
Endocrinology and Metabolism. Over business team. Susan used to be ETJ's 
the years the product line has become marketing manager - Simon Brooks is 
increasingly successful in supplying that now - and doesn't want to see 
individual researchers with up-to-date, Trends getting scooped by the strong 
concise surveys of the best research in competition (e.g. Current Biology) 

coming up in the respective fields. "We 
Prospering from their well-earned have to do things better and faster than 

reputation for academic excellence, our competitors in order to stay ahead," 
they form a solid base of mature titles she says, "and as a business entity we 
which together have almost 50,000 have to grow, not just to maintain our 
wbseribers worldwide. The enormous past good performance, but to goon pro- 
madership means Trends have a high ducing new and better products." 
market profile making them attractive to 
advertisers and authm. Succ(t6s is mea- 
sured by high citation W, IS1 impact Flexibility 
factors and reprint requests. 

Granted, ETJ scems to be in fhe top Of course, this means improving publi- 
. spotnow, but will subscribersawmati- cation speed as wen. In the OM set up, 

cally keep it there? Not so easily in with manuscripts rolling one by one 
future, according to ETJ's publisher down to production, delays on one jour- 
Dwid Bousfield, andnot without antici- nal inevitably created pmblcms for 
pating future technological and com- other publications. Fa pmfwtion ser- 

all sides because of static or shrinking 
library budgets," he explains. "We are in 

of Elsevier is affected and ETJ is getting streamlining 
its share of pricing complaints too. ingprocess." 

respond to changing market forces." c w v w  in all.am8, T b  pbysi- 
Established Trends journals may have caf &d&hmcnt wilhmete tkinfnrs- 

dominated their market niches in years tru0turc! Wgsrsl*tlie wxt #lye years ar 
past, but this situation is also changing so will IfiJ to slash pmduction 

-0ber '92 , 

Involving Staff 

"We want to get everyone working 
effectively in teams," says David, "feel- 
ing responsible for the whole process 
from acquiring a manuscript to its ulti- 
mate publication in a Trends journal." 
But he admits, "At the start we didn't get 
the vision across. Everybody felt very 
comfortable, ETJ had made a profit 
again so, why all the fuss? Why the 
change? The argument that Elsevier is a 
growth company - you grow to stay in 
business - is not an argument that turns 
individuals on here. I'd say they just 
want to be left alone to concentrate on 
their own journals." 

Susan concurs with this opinion and 
points out, "You can't force people to 
change. The way to go is to change atti- 
tudes first, through training and educa- 
tion, through logic of argument, and 
asking staff to see things from a differ- 
ent point of view." 

"They have been crying out for more 
responsibility," she continues, "and . 
they are going to get it. But this means 
they will have more involvement across 
new areas. People are going to have to 
take interest in everything that happens 
within their module, in fact, the whole 
company, not just what happens to their 
own journal." 

David adds, "As managers we must 
step back and trust the modules to deal 
with their problems on their own but, of 
course, still give them all the support 
and backup they need." 

ETJ personnel have been involved in 
the planning process virtually since the 
start of the reorganisation. About eight 
months ago a cross section of ETJ staff 1 
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Mambers of 
ETJ's 
adbrlal staff 
who used to 
k up on the 
3rd noor at 
mtls R@, 
P h r n I l ~  - 
hm Ihe 
prod-n 
staff down on 
nn 1st troor. 
Alkrdh. 
rubmhmmi 
~~ 
vrdodhsr 
&- 
wffl k 
dktnRbut.d 
ewnlyowr 
both m. 

formed a working party: an editor, 
Caroline Ash, an assistant production 
manager, Rosemary Holgate, a secre- 
tary, Sandra Taylor, and an assistant 
editor, Theresa Saklatvala, representing 
the subeditors. 

Explaining what the working party 
has been doing, Caroline Ash says, "We 
have been trying to come up with a plan 
that integrates everything with regard to 
the modules and to some extent heals the 
rift that has developed between editorial 
and production." The physical merge 
will obviously do a lot to heal this rift. 

The working party has been setting up 
now Common systems, for example, a 
standard coversheet for manuscripts. 
Some editors have criticised this new 
administrative tool because it demands 
too much imlevant information. No 
doubt it will be refined with use, but in 
its early days it was intended to encom- 
pas all possibilities. 

Roaemary Hotgate explains, "We've 
beenlooking forward. It's not just infor- 
Won for the editors, it's for the benefit 
of secrrtaries, h subeditors, for pro- 
ductionpaootaas well." 

SPnclra Tayk has been busy looking 
at bie pnxwbms carried out by secre- 
taries. lhk in&&@ creating databases 
for tnanuscript-tracking details and edi- 
torial contacts. "Reports and letters 
coming out of the databases should be as 

flexible as you like. But to achieve this refaries feel. "Fairly uncertain, because 
the entry of the data has certainly got to we are going to have to work together 
be much more stpndardised." much more. Rather than just have our 

Amosg other things Theresa own litsle journal to look after, now we 
Saklwala has been working: on the m goin$ to have tr, work with some- 
trainhg nebss of subeditors wha, she W y  else across j&. Lefting 
believes, arc HthE linchpiis o f s ~ f u t  old powerami W n g  to s h e  
rnodabs, We are hopeful of a lot af, &now teaitory is gokg to be difficult. 
training in desktop publishing. I $#l1 0'- it will come with time, but t o  
confident management will provide rPlie k#&witb, it will be hard." -. #a 
mining. I've been i v o l  in #&W Sugden, editor of ~retuis'ii  
talks and there is no doubt about that." and Evolutiwt, mentions other 

Commenting on how she thinks the ca&xm~. "As an editor, it's going to bk. 
new structure will woh, Caroline Ash q& difficult to do the job, partly 
says, "If you take the d u i e s  to tbck &.cawc of tBe new open-plan circum- 
phibmptrical extmw, they are almost SW& in the office, and partly because 
like mini companies. They should have we're going to have less secretarial 
their own budgets and run themselves input." 
completely ." Despite the staff's natural worries, 

overall they seem to accept the need for 
what David Bousf~ld has called quan- 

Accepting the Change tum leap change. Richard Gallagher, 
editor of Immunology Today, expresses 

In a way Caroline, Rosemary, Sandra the general mood well. "Any kind of 
and Theresa are seen as "the champions change can be traumatic. But people 
of change" by the rest of ETJ staff, who agreed at the beginning and they still 
at least before the refurbishment began agree now that the idea of setting up the 
were not altogether convinced of the modules, improving our production 
benefits. The working party seems methods and the way we interact with 
optimistic about the new structure - each other is a good thing. It will make 
they are helping to form it themselves - us more flexible, more able to respond to 
but its members are not blinded by their the market." 
enthusiasm. Now that the refurbishment is actually 

Sandra sums up what most of the sec- in progress, the reorganisation has 
gained impetus. Begun as gradual evo- 
lution nearly a year ago, it has changed 
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Cambridge 
Trends 

PAST IMPERFECT 

T R E N D S  I N  C A L I B R I D G E  

Old Structure: didn't encourage 
efficient teamwork between 
departments 

Old Structure + 

Success: expansion from 12 to 18 
titles is expected over the next 
five years 

Space: local rents made expan- 
sion to a third floor at Hills 
Road impossible 

New Technology: this is revolu- 
tionising production methods, 
but staff are untrained in these 
areas 

Physical Refurbishment I 

d u c h  of three titles using 
new & b p  publishing tcch- 

- niqucs. lba modules provide 
'nests' for new titles and 

, ptaff, facilitating expansion 
into new @btishiag f i ~ l d ~ .  
Ultimately &re will be six 
modules a,Ys, . ,, 

Training: further develop staff S 

managerial and problem- 
solving skills, and train them 
to work with desktoppublish- 
ing technology 

New Structure: a non-hierarchi- 
cal organisation centred on 
cooperation between the 
modules and other depart- 
ments ' 

September/October '92 

I Success 
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cience historians can always 
get access to the formal pub- 
lished literature, but often they 

quickly lose access to the ephemeral 
material - people's notes, drafts of 
their manuscripts, their thoughts as they 
are making up their minds as to whether 
the science is good or bad science. 
When Elsevier declined his invitation to 
contribute to the Cornell Cold Fusion 
Archive (see Telling the Cold Fusion 
Story) Bruce Lewenstein, who says he 
doesn't believe cold fusion is "patha- 
logical science", felt disappointed. 
"Apart from the potential importance of 
cold fusion itself," he explains, "people 
have suggested that Pons and Fleisch- 

a mann may have made some errors along 
the way, and the draft manuscripts 
could help us understand if they did. If 
we understand that, then perhaps we can 
better understand why they responded 
the way they did to the criticism they 
received." 

Soon as the news of cold fusion broke, 
scientists around the world rushed to 
replicate the experiment. But to this day 
- research is still going on - no one 
has managed to recreate the "cold 
fusion in a test-tube" Martin Fleisch- 
mann and Stanley Pons claimed to have 

Bruce Lewenstein is a CO-director of the Cornell Cold Fusion 

Archive, a central repository supjmkd by the US National Science 

Foundation. He's a science historian, and also a specialist in 

science journalism. Here he shares his views on how science works 

and is communicated, especially in relation to the cold fusion saga 

done. This, in part, led to all the frenzy. 
For a variety of perfectly legitimate 
reasons Pons and Fleischmann have 
chosen not to speak to the media since 
the furore surrounding their claim. 
"That makes it all the more important to 
understand what their thoughts were at 
the time," argues Lewenstein. "So as a 
historian I'm disappointed that I don't 
have access to that material, but I'm 
pleased that Elsevier has retained it and 
hope it will be preserved." 

Not only were Pons and Fleischmann 
criticised, Elsevier was too. It was held 
ultimately responsible for allowing a 
preliminary note to be published with 
not enough detail for replication purpos- 
es. Fleischmann and Pons's major 
article published in JEC some months 
later did include a great deal more detail 
on the electrochemical side of the 
experiment but excluded the fusion 
issues claimed in the preliminary note. 
That was criticised as well. 

"Had cold fusion proved easier to 
replicate," Lewenstein asserts, "no one 
would have complained about the 
preliminary note. Only when people had 
trouble did they want more specific 
detail.  If i t ' s  true that Pons and 
Fleischmann are able to replicate cold 

fusion, then they must be doing some- 
thing that others are not. It's hard to tell. 
They have never released a complete 
Bible-like protocol, a minute-by-minute 
description of what they did, but accord- 
ing to the Experimenter's Regress, that 
would be impossible anyway." 

Experimenter 'S Regress 
In the science & technology studies 
world there is a well-known principle 
called the Experimenter's Regress. It 
was developed by H.M. Collins, a soci- 
ologist of science at Bath University 
(UK) who has demonstrated it very 
clearly in a number of cases. Collins 
maintains that the results of an experi- 
ment can never be explicitly stated 
because you can never completely 
specify all the conditions under which 
an experiment was done. "Minor details 
may not be specified because they're 
seen to be unimportant," Lewenstein 
explains. "They only become important 
if someone challenges the results. Then 
the person being challenged can say, 
well you didn't do exactly what I did 
because your lab wasn't kept at the right 
temperature, or whatever. At which 
point the challenger says, well tell me 
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what it should be, I'll try again. Let's 
say he fails again. Now the first person 
says, oh yes I didn't tell you this and he 
gives some more detail. At a theoretical 

vet this regress can go on forever." 
Thuefore LewenstGia considers it a 

myth of peer review that pm of its func- 
tion is to makc sure that articles include 
all the necessary information for repli- 
cating. "If scientists tried to trace every 
.conclusion back to its origin they would 
never pet anywhere," he says. "On 
occasion peer reviewers have to take tbc r statements of others on faith. They're 

saying, look I don't know if the expeti- 
men- actually did whstthpy say they 
did. I do h o w  that the pioosdure they 
describe souItdP tila a ptrreaable one 
+cd on my IcnowkdgedtAe field. So 
if they say this is their conclusion, that 
seems reasonable." 

"Advances in science depend largely 
on the degree to which scientists trust 
each other," Lewenstein maintains. "An 
awful lot of what happens in any 
science, and you can see this happening 
in cold fusion, has to do with trust. 
Martin Fleischmann is a highly regard- 
ed electrochemist and when he said that 
he had measured excess heat in an 
electrochemical cell, most other people 
trusted him because he knows what he's 
doing in his field -if he said it, it must 

.be true. On the other h;uid, when Steve 
Koonen from CalTech or Harold Furth 
from the Princeton Plasma Physics Lab 
said their calculations showed no evi- 
w e  of cold fusion, they had credibili- 
ty in their fields too. Trust and credibili- 
ty are very important to how science 
operates." 

Credibility is important in the world 
of science gommunication, which 
Lewenstein regards as a continuum 
stretching from lab bench conversations 
to multimedia extravaganzas (he'd just 
t a b n  his small son out to a terrific 
extravaganza on volcanos, projected on 
a giant Omnimax screen). Here 
publishers play a vital - impartial - 
role by making the results of experi- 
ments available to other scientists. As 
noted above, Elsevier did not escape 
c,riticism for being involved in cold 
fusion frenzy, though the critics may 
have forgotten that Elsevier is not the 

arbiter of the scientific veracity of the that historic process it has a duty to 
material it publishes. Those judgements reflect on its own activities. Okay, so 
are properly left to the academic you put that preliminary note out in 
experts, the highly esteemed editors of under eight days. Was that such a good 
the journals. thing? I believe it's important for people 

"But in taking part in the cold fusion in Elsevier to look back on what they've 
saga," Lewenstein observes, "no matter done and ask themselves, are we plead  
if it turns out to be good or bad science, with how that went? What can we do to 
there's no denying that Elsevier took strengthen our system to make sute tbat 
part in a historic event in the ongoing we are even better at what we do?" 
p s s  of science. And as an actor in 

Telling the Cold Fusion Story 1 

Telling thecold fusion story involves much more than just explaining the science. It involves stories 
about patents and their relationship to the development of science, and stories about fierce competi- 
tion between labs. And as Bruce Lewenstein says, "It includes trying to describe experiments where 
no one, not even the experimenters themselves, is exactly sure what the key issues are." 

On 23 March 1989, Martin Fleischmann and Stanley Pons, both electrochemists, stunned the world 
by announcing at the University of Utah that they had created fusion (= energy, such as powers the 

duction, Elsevier Sequoia published Fleischmann and Pons's controversial preliminary note in the 
Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry (JEC), a mere seven days - minus two hours - after the 
manuscript amved in-house. Their full paper also appeared in JEC in July 1990. 

Within a few weeks, dozens of researchers began studying cold fusion and many papers were pub- 

als, 1500 mass media stories, 60 computer disks of electronic communication, mainly Alt.fusion and 
Sci.physics.fusion bulletin boards available through Internet, taped interviews, and not least, an 
eclectic collection of t-shirts, joke items and similar miscellanea. 

'he archive doesn't have personal taped interviews with Fleischmann or Pons. Nor does it have 
copies of their drafts or revisions to the preliminary note published 

material noting that "to historians, multiple drafts are particularly 
interesting since they show how ideas are molded over time and 

After ample consideration, including consulting Roger Parsons, 
the editor-in-chief of JEC, Guido Zosimo Landolfo, JEC's pub- 
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Dream Come Tkue 1 
magazine gets a great response from the 

market? Sit back and say, hey we're onto a 

good thing? No way, not at Elsevier 

Advanced Technology 

J ust three issues old, Technical 
Textiles International (TTI) 
looks like turning into a dream 

come true. But the keen young close- 
woven team responsible for its tri- 
umphant launch are not resting on their 
laurels. Editor Nick Butler, product 
manager Beverley Acreman, and 
advertising sales manager Moira 
Edwards regard the positive market 
response as somewhat of a problem. 
Nick explains, "Because the magazine 
still needs to develop, one of the diffi- 
culties of the next few months is that we 
haven't had enough negative criticism. 
That makes it harder to ask ourselves, 
what should we be doing that we are not 
doing at the moment?" 

There has been constructive criticism 
-perhaps they should adjust the edito- 
rial balance to include a slightly more 
technical content - but this has not set 
the team off course. "Obviously we are 
trying to walk two paths with the maga- 
zine," says Moira Edwards. "Selling 
subscriptions is not our only aim, we 
also need to appeal to the people that the 
advertisers want to reach. We are 
appealing to the managers in the busi- 
ness, so we need to provide them with 
market and business information as 
well, a broad-interest range of features 
combined with comprehensive news 
coverage." That's why each issue cov- 
ers myriad facets of the textiles indus- 
try: fibres, fabrics, machinery, finishing 
processes, and the many applications. 

l'ECHNICAL 
TEXTILES 

TT 
TECHNICAL I 
TEXTILES 
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But where did the idea for TT1 come 
from? Guy Kitteringham, the maga- 
zine's publisher, explains the origin of 
the project. "EAT's mission is to target 
the professional and industrial market 
from within the Group," he says, "devel- 
oping and expanding the expertise 
available within the company as a 
whole. So we publish in subject areas 
covered by other parts of the Group, but 
we target end users of the information: 
managers, engineers, designers, and so 
on. Our programme already included 
the engineering and specialist end of the 
textiles business, through newsletters 
and journals, and we decided that a 
promising development would be to use 
our magazine expertise to serve this 
market." 

Guy wrote the investment proposal 
for Technical Textiles International in 
July 1991. "To get approval only in 
August and to be able to publish the first 
issue the following May is pretty good 
going," he says, "and shows the effec- 
tiveness of the team." 

Starting from Scratch 
When you start a magazine from 
scratch, how exactly do you decide what 
goes into it? Ask potential readers, of 
course. "One of the best things we've 
done is talk to a lot of people," says 
Nick. "The first ones were the sub- 

scribers to EAT's existing products in 
this area (see Current Context) and our 
existing editorial contacts." 

Beverley Acreman says, "Then we 
also spoke to other people involved in 
textiles, the institutions and associa- 
tions, so we could contact their mem- 
bers." 

"All this listening to what people out 
in the field said not only helped us shape 
our actual scope," Nick says, "it also 
clarified the need for an international 
technical textiles magazine." 

Once this market need had been prop- 
erly measured, money was committed to 
a carefully constructed marketing cam- 
paign. "We began with a blanket mail- 
ing of postcards worldwide," says 
Beverley, "inviting people to ask for 
more information. From the response to 
the postcards we honed the list down to 
the people to whom we sent the 
brochure or sample copies. Ever since 
we've been narrowing the list down to 
tighter and tighter selections." Beverley 
confidently expects that the people she 
is mailing to now are going to subscribe. 
An astonishing number of subscriptions 
has already been placed, and that num- 
ber is rising daily. "The major compa- 
nies have been getting subscriptions for 
every site, it's just great." 

Advertising sales have been just as 
rewarding but a lot harder to achieve. 
"It's difficult to sell on something that 
has never appeared." Moira explains, 
adding with a mock sigh, "if only I had a 
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L 
: pound for every time I was told, oh yes 
F I'll advertise when it comes out. Still. 
i the support we've had from the major 
E companies has been very, very pleasing. 

Nick would know if I had any concerns 
and I haven't been kicking his door 

k down, yet." 
I 

The launch was boosted by the team's 
, attendance at a number of important tex- 

tile conferences this year, including 
TEXlTECH in Lyon. "We were at Hi- 
Tach Textiles '92 in Greenville, South 

2 Carolina," says Moira, "and we couldn't 
p b p  up with the diMnand for the first 
' issue." 

i - ~ d ~ l e c w e r  
One not so su@cial reasoa for m ' s  
public swmfis may be the suaghsses- 
time colour of its satin coatsrf cover, a 

- flamboyant'rcd to say the last. '!It was a 
bit of a shock when we weat doWn €ashe 
priaterstosaethefirstissuecomeoffthe 
press," admits B e v ~ l e y .  "We were 
expecting it to ba more brown, a toned- 
down red but, we d&Wto go with it." 

' T o b t ~ m a ~ , H t h e  
advertisers think it's &W WMitpt. I 

m# 
W@ 

was lying on your desk?" - 

"It looks good on a stand," says 
Beverley, "this shocking pinky orange 
everywhere." 

m ' s  covers may draw the reader's 
att~ntion and enhance brand recognition 
but surely offering people agood read is 
what a magazine is all about. Besides 
producing 'ITI himself by desktop pub- 

lishing - EAT has a hands-on editorial 
approach to production - Nick, who 
trained as a science jownalist with New 
Scientist, writes the news items and 
commissions the features, some 60% of 
theeditorial content. "I give strict guide- 
lines to our authors," he says, "because 
TTI articles should be as impartial as 
possible. That makes it more difficult to 
get people to write for us but eventually 
you can persuade them by saying yes, 
they can mention their own product, but 
the article is about an issue, not their 
own work." 

Nick's attitude is important to creat- 
ing a perception of editorial credibility, 
as vital to advertisers as to readers. "We 
don't want any puff in there," he says 
f d y ,  "it all wants to be hard editorial. 
That can stimulate a healthy environ- 
ment of controversy as well. I'd like TTI 
to become a forum for ideas, a means for 
the textiles industry to talk to itself." 

Of course, it's still very early days to 
predict that TT1 will turn into an 
enduring success, but obviously Nick, 
Beverley and Moira have made a very 
good start. What's the secret? "We work 
as a team." Nick replies. "You can't see 
aditorid, marketing, and advertising as 

- separate fimctions. I keep Moira aware 
of what's going in the next issue, that 
helps her to sell advertising. Likewise. 
Beverley will keep me informed of what 
exhibitions we should be agtending. We 
talk to each other all the time." 

Moira adds, "The three of us have all 
been involved in the project from the 
word go, andwe've all got the same ulti- 
~soal.Thsthclps.* 

Bew&y ageea. "Having been with 
TI l  right frma bha first idea bas been 
vesy hnpwW& makes it m ~ t c  b. Itls 
tR$eateally@fgatoWorkon." 

'The terua actually goes bey& us," 
W considers. "Other staff like Claire 
(paws) rPed David (Slecmea, both in 
l&v&dng) have modo inrpoMRt con- 
m w m  nnd there are editor$ across 
the corridor here who are giving us a lot 
of advice and help. Advanced 
Technology as a whole is involved, you 
know, it's not just us." Reflecting on 
TV's dwmlike success to date, Nick 
adds, "We are indeed very encouraged 
by the response, but there is still a long 
way to go and a lot to do.". 

Current Context 
Elsevier Advanced Technology (EAT), now led by pub- 
lisher Chris Lloyd and associate publisher Guy 
Kitteringham, is going for entrepreneurial growth by 
supplying high-level technical and business information 
to professionals worldwide, particularly specialist prac- 
titioners and management in commerce and industry. 
The EAT portfolio is centred on a wide range of profes- 
sional journals, newsletters, abstracts journals, market 
research reports, conferences and electronic products. 
Since 1990, EAT has acquired seven new specialist jou- 
rnals, including such industrial flagships as Reinforced 
Plastics, World Pumps and Filtration & Separation. 

advertising revenue in spite of prevailing economic 

publishing manager Andrew Fletcher, one of EAT'S 54 
staff members. "In fact this year our advertising sales are 

mailing list database for our direct mail campaigns and 
we're expanding the telesales side of our marketing 
operation. At the moment we're consolidating our posi- 
tion before we go on with the next phase of growth, but at 
the same time we're constantly looking for growth 
through acquisition." 

Technical Textiles International is the culmination of 
years of experience in market-driven publishing for pro- 

nched in isolation. EAT already has a number of 
sletters in the field (e.g. High Pei$onnance Textiles 

urnal (World Textile Abstracts) to which market 
search and promotion for TT1 could be linked. Nor was 

aled that there was no other English-language pubti- 
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Kidlington, Here We Come 
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today and he gets just a part." 
said this is my nlocPtion reading tor 

A newly appointed project assistant, 
CProline Sacks, is now helping out with 

~ r v i c e s  director Anna Moon, and (M# hornm the paperwork if not creating mole of it. 
~r#laurcesdinctorHelenWadc. ..drkffonUm A m  points out, "It will take a lut of liai- " M& managers and staff b gmvide 

, the accurate information the experts 
1 hhecdolr time." 

The Kidlington project is steaming 
a d  ane in Littltmm Uang a a vmy rapid p m .  It must do if 

* Kidlirrgton has a wq+dsr$e~iwwi 
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mans-At Iantic Teamwork 

Elsevier books destined for the North 

American market are now shipped directly 

from Boesingheliede (Boes for short), just 

outside Amsterdam. North American book 

fulfilment is now administered jointly by staff 

in New York and Amsterdam 

w hen customers order an 
Elsevier book, naturally 
they want to get it fast. 

This is especially valid in North 
America where customers are known 
for their preference for rush-rush deliv- 
ery. Considering the physical distance 
between Europe and America, it might 
seem a strange move to centralise the 
North American fulfilment and distribu- 
tion (F&D) operation in Amsterdam. On 
the contrary, this change has led to 
improvements in service and, on occa- 
sion, North American customers are 
enjoying even faster &livery of Elsevier 
b o o k s @ ~ i n E u r o p e .  . 

Sounds too good to be m e ?  Well, it 
couldn't have heppenedovemight and it 
wouldn't have been possible without 
well-coordinated, intercompany team- 
work. The NA Bo6ks Project team was 
formed after management decided to 
transfer the shipping operation to 

both New York and Amsterdam. 
The project team includes relevant 

staff with expertise in logistics and com- 
puter technology, fulfilment & distribu- 
tion (F&D), finance, marketing and 
sales. The first thing the team did was 
work out how to set this complex inter- 
company project into motion. Because 
of the complex automation aspects, they 
decided to break it down into two stages. 
Phase one, moving distribution to Boes 
with a minimum of admin changes, 
began on April 1. Phase two, fully inte- 
grating the admin, is scheduled to start in 
week40 (Sep 28-0ct 2). 

Implementing the project may seem 
simple -just a matter of transfanrhg 
the book stock to Boes and s e w  up an 
online link from the North American 
Saks t Distribution (NASD) (goup to 
the VISTA system in Amsttrdpm. But 

' of course, farmon thot is involved. 
Before the phase one &adline, staff 

htrd to &vi& completely new proce- 
dures for transmitting the invoice data 
entered in New York so that orders 
could be picked, packed and dispatched 
Dtomptly at Baes. Sorting out the details * - .  

Boesingheliede (Boes) and have the ful- was, no w y  task, h t  fan de Waal 
Nmerit"adlqhIb 

3 %  
(EbeP:i&sti&s information manager) 

4 ,  

says, "We managed because of the good 
teamwork between Mary Fugle's group 
in New York and Elly van Mechelen's 
group in Amsterdam." 

Now Boes sends off twice-weekly 
shipments of containers filled with indi- 
vidually packed books to the Mercedes 
warehouse in Brooklyn, where thepack- 
ages are unloaded and passed straight 
onto the US mail services for actual 
delivery. Eddie Goedhart (distribution 
manager in Amsterdam) points out, 
'There are very many delivery methods 
used in America - several classes of 
mail, and so on. It was acomplicated job 
working out which ones would be the 
best to use, involving lots of liaison with 
Umur Kavlakoglu." 

Phase one went live on schedule. Ever 
since then the new p d u r e s  have been 
working smoothly and the distribution 
service to North America has improved. 
Some major booksellers have reported 
that they are getting their orders faster , 

than befm. 

Cooperative Effort 

Delivering books faster is one thing, but 
you also have to take care of the follow- 

Jan de Waal El@ van Mechelen 

Elsevier Science World 
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Tom ten Hoope (third left) and the 
Amsterdam book fulfilment staff. 

up. With the first phase operational, all agrees. "It takes a cooperative effort to 
the trans-Atlantic effort has been get things done so we formed a special 
focused on the organisational and tech- working party to deal with things like 
nical aspects of implementing the sec- harmonising the Agency Plan codes as 
ond. Umur Kavlakoglu (NASD fulfil- used in New York and in Amsterdam." - 
ment manager) explains, "We used to 
work on different computers in New 
York and Amsterdam. Now that NASD 
is switching to VISTA, we have had to 
learn a whole bunch of new order entry 
and customer service procedures." 

Mary Fugle (NASD director) notes, 
"Adapting to a new system inevitably 
means a learning curve for staff and I've 
been really impressed by the way NASD 
has risen to the challenge." - 

Making a success of the switchover to 
VISTA demands very close coordina- 
tion between the NASD, the Books 
Department and technical staff (Jan de 
Waal and other in-house computer 
experts supported by the outside 
consultants, MID) in Amsterdam. Tom 
ten Hoope (books fulfilment manager) 

Jan de Waal observes, "It's good hav- 
ing people on both sides of the ocean 
who really know the business. If you're 
on the same track and have the same 
goals you can solve a lot of problems." 
This becomes particularly important 
when there are so many technical details 
to be taken into account - all the pro- 
gramme modifications as well as setting 
up the actual lines for fast direct com- 
munication -in the implementation of 
phase two. 

Work is progressing right on sched- 
ule. Technical staff are programming 
VISTA to handle various US distribu- 
tion factors such as different postal 
rates. In mid-August Computer Centre 
staff restructured the overnight process- 
ing routines for data transmitted from 

Bach 111 April, when the first Boes shipment 
Brooklyn, Umur Kavlakoglu went to mee 
warehouse. The manager there was totally a 
the new form of custom-made packing e 
arranged by Boes staff. "He'd never seen it 
recalls Umur. "I said, look, you can open it up and close 
it back up just like a portfolio. And he said, it doesn't 
look like the @&*! we use over here, it's absolutely 
magnificent packing." m 

North American books 
team spirit. We are really glad we got th 
show we can do a good job. " 

New York. Besides that, hundreds of 
North American addresses have been 
entered into VISTA by the Amsterdam- 
based Name and Address Department. 

Both Mary Fugle and Elly van 
Mechelen (F&D manager in Amster- 
dam) are proud of how all involved 
contributed to the success of phase one. 
They are confident that the trans- 
Atlantic team will meet the phase two 

Members Of the deadline. "But there's still lots to be 
No*h American done," remarks Elly in conclusion, "and 
Sales & you know what they say about projects. 
Distribution Prizes are given at the finish, not the 
Group. ctgrt " 
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Gee Baars, from T- ----' - D Pro to P&O 

Gee (Gerrit) Baars, the Group's new director of Personnel & 

Organization (P&O), will oversee corporate policy on organization 

i 

Bdon 
-57 
-0 fWg 
kr*hm# 
*Ckrn 
um&toma 
pmfauhmal 
Wni8  co@ch. 
m~lledthe 
Groupln a 

June thls 
F r .  "A 
change 
m ' w @ r  
crmnot mily 
change a 
r n p l n y ~  
woukk 

WfWm 

""0- - 
mlnmhws. " 

G ee (sounds like "Kay" in 
English) Baars has always 
had an interest in perfor- 

mance - of people as well as compa- 
nies. Wore he received his law degree 
from Erasmus University in Rotterdam 
in 1980, he was working as a profession- 
al tennis coach. "I didn't realize it at the 
time," he says, "but what I was actually 
doing then was working together with 
people to evaluate their performance, 
trying to think what could help each 
individual to improve. 

"I had decided I wanted the life of a 
tennis pro for a limited period of time, 
five years perhaps, and almost everyone 
was jealous of me," he continues, "but it 
was hard work, sometimes ten hours a 
day." At the same time, Gee was a part- 
ner in a Rotterdam sports equipment 
shop, and it was his experiences in the 
highly competitive world of small busi- 
ness that led him to the study of law. 

development, recruitment, career development, performance 

appraisal, team-building and motivation, as well as retirement, 

compensation and benefits 

"I never wanted to become a judge or a ment style and corporate culture diamet- 
lawyer," he admits, "I was more inter- rically opposed to Shell's. "Shell had at 
ested in what kind of action you could that time a hierarchical decision-making 
legally undertake if a competitor were process with analysis of market condi- 
really mean. I wanted to know what you tions and directives for action coming 
could and couldn't do. I learned a lot from the top down," Gee explains. 
studying law, but the most important "General Electric, on the other hand, 
thing I found out was that if you end up was strongly market driven, and people 
in front of a judge, somewhere down the who were in direct contact with the mar- 
line both you and your opponent had ket had a voice in decision making. At 
done something wrong." He smiles. "I GE there was more autonomy and more 
started out thinking I should know what risk-taking, but also a sense that you had 
the law says, and I ended up thinking to live with the consequences of a bad 
that common sense would get me a lot decision. At Shell there was less risk- 
further." taking and employees had less influence 

With law degree in hand, Gee started a on decisions, but there was greater secu- 
quest to learn as much as he could about rity." 
how a successful company works. He The third successful company Gee 
landed a job with an exploration aad had a chance to study from the inside 
production division of Shell basad in wa$ British FWroleum Benelux. In 1988 
Assen. Exploratkq in the North Sea y&n Gee joined BP the company was 
expensive, but in the early 1980'shigB t d w k i n g  on a program to chaage its 
oil pkesmade it attractive. The c m p  way of doing business and its c o q m t e  
ay was p w i n g  very fast, giving Gec a cube. "Sometimes it is very difficult 
&awe to fry his hand at many aspects of to discuss with people who have been 
finance, information planning and p- successful whether or not their manage- 
sonnel. In 1984 he a@ W e n d  k i t  mept style is appropriate for the future," 
to the personnel dgwttrrient of Shell's Gee says. 'ntese issues can be surpris- 
central oftices in tbe Hague. i@y sensitive, and my first job at BP 
In 1986 Gee toak a job with G e d  wfls b achieve enough openness even to 

Electric p & c s  E3ufope in Bergen op discass management style and the way 
Zoom, acornmy tkatalso hadaryputs- humaft resources were being dealt 
tion for success, but one with a manage- with! 
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ge at APD. "'he personnel direcm 

dcfliac and focuo on their own career tln B.m 
-9 Qm 

Job rotation is one tool Gee believes hk wlfir f-, 
C~ somet~es keep employees moti- and IWHk, 

i+ad vated, sustain their interest in work, and 8Q8d 
help them acquire the skills and experi- M? rroon0l 

my role as a coach and guide. 

you want to stick to that. , ' -  mldlnrtmm ' 

"But there are good reasons for job much to 
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Transitions 
Peter Shepherd has been 
appointed publishing director of 
Pergamon Press (see Bulletin 
Board) 

Robert Lomax has moved from 
EAS to Pergamon as senior 
publishing editor, Chemistry 

Paul Carton has moved from 
EAS to Pergamon as senior 
publishing editor, Neuroscience 

Peter Churcher has moved 
from EAS to Pergamon as a 
marketing manager 

James Flannery has been 
promoted to production editor at 
Pergamon Press Inc. 

Frank Verhagen, formerly 
Pergarnon's corporate 
development manager, has been 
promoted to financial controller. 
Frank replaces Garry Potts who 
has left the company. 

Claire Coakley, formerly 
marketing assistant, has been 
promoted to EAS promotions 
administrator 

Gillian GrifPith has moved 
from EAS to ETJ as editor of 
Trends in Food Science and 
Technology a 

Deborah Girdlestone has 
joined ETJ as editor of Trends in 
Pharmacological Sciences. 

Alex Powell, formerly 
electronic editing supervisor at 
EES has become manager of 
Elsevier-IRCS (Lancaster). Alex 
replaces Jeff Heyes who has left 
the company 

Jan Palmen has joined 
Northprint as manager reporting 
to managing director Eef 
Vogelezang 

Karel Schwartz has joined the 
journal Nuclear Physics as 
executive editor 

Liz van der Poel has joined 
APD Medicine, Pharmaceutical 
& Biological Sciences 
(MPBrBS) as secretary to 
publisher Tilly Sijpesteyn. 
Christine van Lunen has 
joined MP&BS as 
administrative editor. Alistair 
Cook has joined the proceedings 
unit of MP&BS as publishing 
editorial assistant. Also in the 
proceedings unit Audrey van 
Oort has been promoted to 
business development assistant 
to Chris Kluiters. Lynne 
Herndon has joined the clinical 
medicine group of MP&BS as 
senior publishing editor and 
group coordinator 

Nicolien van der Linden has 
joined the Group as a 
management trainee 

Dirk de Kruif has been 
appointed deputy directorhead 
of Finance & Automation for 
the Elsevier publishing 
companies Bonaventura, Argus 
and Perac Information 
Technology. Dirk's successor as 
head of APD Finance & 
Administration is Wim 
Honsbeek 

The Group's legal activities are 
now conducted within the legal 
department of Elsevier Services 
BV. Therefore Evelyne 
Eckmann has moved to 
Elsevier Services 

Ton le Mair has been appointed 
product manager, EMSCOPES 
Services, in the Electronic 
Publishing Division. Lisette 
Cleyndert, formerly a 
management trainee, has joined 
the EPD Product Development 
group as project manager, 
Electronic Journals 

Anneke Sleman from the EPD 
has become secretary to Paul 
Lokkerbol, Accounts Receivable 
manager 

Hans van der Nat has been 
appointed head of APD 
Marketing Services, reporting to 
marketing director Roland 
Dietz. Mark Eligh replaces 
Hans as publishing editor 
(electronic engineering and 
computational mechanics) in 
APD Engineering & 
Technology - 

Milestones 
APD Job 
Rotat ion 

30 Years 
W.H. Kooy ESP 
P. Halsey Pergamon 

Nigel Fletcher-Jones has 
moved to APD Biochemistry, 
Neuroscience & Microbiology 
(BN&M) as associate publisher 
responsible for the biochemistry 
and microbiology programmes. 
Lotte Sluyser, formerly a 
management trainee, has been 
appointed assistant publishing 
editor for the Neuroscience 
programme. Mike Wilk has 
been appointed BN&M 
administrative editor. Carma 
Schilpp has joined as marketing 
manager 

Rob ter Mors replaces Carma 
as marketing manager for APD 
Physics & Materials Science, 
which Marten Stavenga has 
joined as promotion manager. 
Carma in turn replaces Brenda 
Campbell who has become 
marketing manager for APD 
Chemistry & Chemical 
Engineering. Brenda replaces 
Hans Kort who has become 
marketing manager of APD 
Mathematics, Computer Science 
& Cognitive Science. Hans 
replaces Hanneke Schreuder 
who has left the company 

25 Years 
D. Bostic ESPC Inc. 
Y. Acteson EAS 

20 Years 
V.H.A.M. Oosterbaan APD 
K. Kuyvenhoven Northprint 
M.J. Aarsman-Bodaar 
Northprint 
L.J. Grosser ESP 
G. Westera-Vos Northprint 
A. Meyer ESP 
J. Jansen Northprint 
A.A.M. Ey ESP 
R.J. Mam APD 

15 Years 
M. Fodera ESPC Inc. 
N. Stoneman Pergamon 

10 Years 
K. Sandom ESP Ltd 
M. Linser ESPC Inc. 
K. Bignold Pergamon 
T. Bos APD 
J. Born APD 
J. Soutberg APD 
G.A. van Katwijk Er- 3 
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A Natural Hist 
JlIi Esnouf 
In 1975 Jill E s d  was the 
first (totally inexperienced) desk 
editor to be recruited by Elsevier 
Editorial Services in Oxford. 
Nearly 17 years later, having 
worked her way up from desk 
editor to administrative 
manager, Jill left the company at 
the end of July to enjoy an early 
retirement. Tim Devenport, now 
deputy director of Elsevier 
Sequoia, began his publishing 
caner at EES and has known Jill 
well since the early days (he was 
the thkd desk editor recruited). 
''Over the years," says Tim, 
"Jill's most important role has 
been in working with, recruiting, 
.training and befriepdipg *. so 

.plsadporotber!8clcnwlnission8 
'fQrtheltamdiwtrustindre 

memorier dan P n s  
'pnxx~s iono fk i~andt~meto  
plants passing thrgugh the offlce 
en route for new homes," Tim 
recalls. "Occasionally, mundane 
office routine and discussions of 
which way up trees should be 
printed in Scientia Hom'culturac 
(the first agri journal handled by 
EES and forever Jill's favourite, 
1 think) would be punctuated 
with real excitement: the call for 
Jill to assume her alter ego of 
Batwoman and hurtle off to 
rescue a friehtened bat and 

sooth the even more frightened 
human who had discovered it." 

A similarly arcane pursuit has 
been learning to live with the 
bizarre thermodynamic 
characteristics of Mayfield 
House. "Through years of 
patient experiment," says Tim 
(who suspects a covert use of 
divining rods), "Jill knows more 
than even Howie the electrician 
about the location of the elusive 
underfloor heating elemeoSo and 
also how and whether they are$\ 
really connected in any way 
with the thermostats. b this 
knowledge being passed on?" 

Silver Ladies 

This  issue marks the Silver by publishing programme, i.e. by 

Anniversary - 25 years of ser- journal, advertising and reprints. 

vice -of two ladies in the "The renewal period is one of the 

Group: Dottie Bostic in New busiest times of the year for her," 

York and Yvonne Acteson in says Bany. "She has an impor- 

Barking. tant role and does her job in a 

S W  hdiu Dmk BortIc (M) and Yvonne Adwon. 

Jlll €#nod, rsd wlrn In hand, 

-#-mwYy..m.he 
spent with E b v W  CTditorkI 
SuvIc*r. JHI h.l) docunnnhd 
agreatk.ldtheEESs)oyk, 
Um dWckI hl.fwy she 
a8awnMsdmm#kttm 
cornpony'# 20th annlvwamy in 
1sSS (we ''Bloopor FIR" In 
PODIUM). Copfu of this 
entettalnlng bookht am 
avrlkhM. h m  Lee Peame In 

wonderfully cheery way. There 

p l 
#&reliable staff we have." 

-*"vonne Acteson has built up 
quite% store of knowledge in 25 
yeam of fulfilling orders at EAS 
Barking. The book orders depart- 
ment mauager, Ron Potter, has 
beenher boss for ten years. He 
says, "She's got this great experi- 
cnce of every book we've ever 
published. She knows where 
each one comes from, all the 
knowledge is there." Yvonne 

When Dottie Bostic started at 
ESPC Inc. on 25 Sepredm 
1%7, there were just l 5  people 
working there. Always in 
finance, she used t0 work for fel- 
low old-timer, Ed Rowan (senior 
vice president, Finance) but for 
the lastten yerus she's been 
reporting to Barry Appelrnan 
(ESPC controller). Dottie is the 
cash coordinator and is responsi- 
ble for sorting in-coming cheques 

joined the company on 1 August 
1967 when it was located at the 
.olaRipp)esidcsibeinBskiqs.Jn 
those days, adds   on, "order W' 
filmeat was v W y  a one- 
wcmlm operation. Since then 
Yvonae has saen all th, chanscs, 
from the days of handwritten 
invoices to everything being 
done on computers. She's excel- 
lent. We just ask Yvonne about 
any title - she's almost a walk- 
ingcatabgu~. J 

Oxford. I I 
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Calling All Cyclists 

A n d  now, from Norwich ... 
news reaches us of a cycling feat 
performed by members of the 
ElsevierIGeo Abstracts office. 

With able vocal and edible 
support (Mars bars and 
Lucozade drink dispensed by 
manager Ian Woods and 
technical editor Kyla B-), a 
team comprising editor8 Alistair 
Pitty and Fatrick Aardiman and 
technical editors Mirim Dean 
and Jim Cooper recently took 
part in a ten mik (16 h) time 
trial organised by the Norfolk 
Road Club on an undulating 
(hilly) course north of Norwich. 

The team's time - marked by 
the third member to finish - 
was 29 minutes 40 seconds at an 
average speed of 20.22 mph 
(32.36 km per hour). It is a 
record for the local cycling club, 
the Reindeer Wheelers. 

A challenge is hereby issued 
to staff at other 
ElsevierIPergamon offices to 
better this time competing on 
any measured ten mile (16 km) 
course. The team of four or 
more must include at least one 
veteran (over 40 years of age) 
and one woman. 
D. Railleur 

Okay  Easy Riders - surely 
there are beaucoup de bike 
riders in the Group - who's 
going to pick up Geo 'S  

challenge? On yer bike! Get 
your team together, go forth and 
ride that trial. Send in your 
times (no cheating, mind) with a 
brief description of rhe weather 
and the course (dead flat, 
mountainous, or "uduldting ") 
and a photo of the team 
members by Oct. 2Ist -Ed. 

Since time immemorial (well, 
since the early 19709) desk 
editors working on biomedical 
journals in Amsterdam have 
been collecting the amusing 
errors that so ediven the job of 
marking up manuscripts and 
checking proofs. The habit 
continues to this day, with 
humorous bloopers still being 
put up onla notice board in the 
Molenwerf. Over3* years the 
collection has grown to 
hundreds of entries. Not one has 
ever been thrown away. After 
being displayed it gets filed for 
posterity in a Blobper Box (an 
old cardboard box stored under 
a table). Here's a brief selection: 

"Man-biting surveys were 
conducted in 3 outdoor 

"Excuse me please for my the work." 
long hesitation to send you Anton was shown shopping, 
quasi original figures of my cooking - "I'm really the king 
paper but until this time I 
have been in abroad." 

Science publishing is, of course, 
a very serious business. 
Nevertheless ... EES staff have 
kept a "Funny File" for many 
years, and a very few of the 
entries are given below: 

"The Council has approved 
the following mutations in 
the Editorial Board." 
"... and treatment with 
bromine in buggered 
NaHC03 ..." 
"I am grateful to Dick de J. 
and Luc W. for skillful 
technical resistance." 
" ... more than 80% of the 
total seasonal rainfall in 
Botswana comes from rain, 

Kitchen Kia 

I n  a recent EC survey 
concerning how far men help 
out at home, British men were 
voted just about the laziest in 
~uro&.  Can this really be true? 
Who's best? Apparently 
Dutchmen. 

in the kitchenT' - washing up 
dishes and doing the vacuum 
cleaning. When his young son 
Isaac needed his nappy 
changing, it was Dad to the 
rescue. 

Jackie commented that it 
was nice to have a baby but also 
a burden. She believes you 
should share the responsibility 
with your husband. Anton 
couldn't agree more. He tries to 
be home fmm work early to put 
Isaac to bed. 

At 394  a.m. it was Anton's 
turn to feed Isaac. "You see," he 
said smiling a bit sleepily at the 
camera, "a man's work is never 
done." 

Proud husband and faher 

I locations with human Anton Molenaar, a marketing (and mafieting W n W W )  / 

volunteers." manager in the A~Diied Science MolenMrandhi8 

I "Seven patients who died Division of ESP at Barking, JdCkl* with eight-m0nHFoM 
from a noncardiac cause were was contacted by London isaac, relaxing at home after a 
considered to be unavailable Weekend Television via the hard day's night of shared 
for follow-up beyond the Dutch Embassv and was asked h"umkeeplng. 
time of death." - to appear on ~ k ' s  6 o'clock 'Illy hding 
"I was very surprised when I Live programme as a typical Abstracts w e t o n  of Patrlck received reprints of my 

Hardtmon, Mirlam m n  and Dutch husband and father. 

dim Cooper In t M r  mami- 
paper .... The reason for this During the programme Anton, 
surprise is that the first 

bmaking time trial over ten whose wife Jackie also works, 
author's name has been 

miles (16 km). 
stated that "when I get home I 

missplelled." believe that we should share all 
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El Revise Never a Crossword? 

Thank to all who have You  may use either the cryptic 7. Sounds like the cat got the meat, 2. Diary (7) 

responded to our invitation to 0 ,  the ,iWle clues. ~ ~ t h  give 
squashed it, and let? an 3. Who works in the Bureau of 
imprint (8.5) Comtion? (4,6) 

send in amusing a n a g r m  and the same answers. The numbers 8. god us with 
in brackets show how many 

7. Newest member of the Group (8.5) 

with publishing or the Group. 11. Maybe I led a riot for a newspaper 8. Doesn't do fiction for us (6) 

Send in a photocopy of your article (9) , 9. Something short and obscure at the 
Pergamon = Porn Game completed crossword by 12. F i n g  file and position of 
Elsevier = El Revise characters in the plot? (l  l )  10.A sheet folded three times (6) 

October 21st -M 13. Oil reservoir with or without U?(4) 11. Esteemed scientists sit on this 
14. Judge strange eastern smcn 

CRYIVC CLUES allusions (10) 
l. F'racticed axechoPPb On me to 15. The printed works for Sir (4) 

Pergamon/Elsevier = extract healthy information (8.6) 16, promise or command? (4) 
Men Spear Evil Ogre 2. Where to read about the French 17. Oliver's tough cloth made in low- 

News? (7) lying province (5.7) 
3. Who helps 8's work for 2 18. Test sheets in the top roof 

Evil Man Gores Peer and mixes Kir? Ted does (4,6) structure (6) 16. Term (4) 
Maureen Morris 4. Divides the work by boiling the 19. " ... simply a useful middle-man", 17. Joined the Group in the 19609 (5.7) 

carp? (7) says Oscar Wilde (9) 18.Authors love checking these (6) 
5. Bulky publishing unit (6) 

After due consideration I have 6. Scotsman leaves after 20. Perhaps a comedy caper in Ayr fit 19.Take the S off one part of the 
for production (65.4) Grwp's name (9) 

decided that an &letter word 20. Material set to go to the 

SIMPLE CLUES printers (6-5.4) 

1. Joined the Group in 1971 (8,6) 

for an anagnun. So I've bent the 
nJies a little and have taken 
E&,SEVlER SCIENCE 
PUELISHBRS which converts 
into PUBIC LICE? RINSE 
W S b S  HERE. Oh, all right, 
s~ppwss it in the name of public 

Elsevier Electrical Series Ltd. 

GREAT BRITAIN 
Andrea B o s W  

Elsevier Scieace Publications 

1000'Charles Kathy 
Amsterdam, Holland 
W van dsr Weide 

Could this be our latest 
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An imaginative scheme tor ralslng money ended spectacularly for three Elsevier 
Trends Journals subeditors recently: they appeared in full colour on the front page of 
the local newspaper, the Cambridge Evening News. 

This photo of Johanna McEntyre, Clare Thompson and Sue Wood was taken just 
outside the Trends office in Cambridge shortly before they left for London to take part 
in a charity cycle ride (not a race) from London Bridge to the Eiffel Tower in Paris. 

Leaving London at 
Sacre Bleu, it's the Friday noon, the 

Cycling Subeds cycling subeds rode 
to Portsmouth on the 
south coast of 

England where they stayed overnight. The following morning they caught the ferry to 
Le Havre and, cycling the rest of the way, arrived under the Eiffel Tower early in the 
evening. . 

Twelve groups of three made the trip, and there was plenty of time for socializing and 
relaxing. When Sue and ~ l & e  rolled into Portsmouth, Jo had already staked out the 
hotel jacuzzi. "We had a great time," she enthused, "though by the time we got to Paris 
our legs were beginning to feel the strain." Fortunately they did not have to cycle back 
to London, as transport had been laid on for the return trip. 

The girls raised over £1300 for the HGG Society, a charity supporting people with 
primary immune deficiencies. But would they do it again? "Of course," laughs Clare. 
66 Exeq$,- z,  good company and raising money for a worthy cause; what more could you 

Sikl 


